
TRANSFORMATION 
OF ENERGY --
TAROT

An Intuitive Study of 
Introspection Using Astrology, 
Tarot and Personal Divination



Focus each week focus on the following and 

be prepared to share some of your ‘intuitive 

findings’ (from Tarot, 3 card draws) in your 

‘break out groups’. Each person has a 

minimum of 5 minutes each to share, 

including the facilitators and helpers. Focus on 

ONE QUESTION based on the questions I sent 

you, and draw the cards as explained in this 

slide presentation.  (If you do not have Angeles

book, as recommended, please use the Tarot 

sheet I have included.)

YOUR ENERGY AND THE LEVEL OF YOUR 

ENERGY IS DETERMINED BY YOUR INNER 

WORK ON THESE CONNECTIONS.

First week and 2nd week:

Important aspects to Sun, Ascendant and Moon. How is

your chart set up to handle your energy, regarding healing

inner and external wounds? (This will be handled both

Weeks 1 and 2 because the 1st weeks questions have to do

with the way you see yourself.)

I. Qualities of aspects affecting the 1st,4th, 7th and 10th

houses (the most active houses when reading a chart.

1. Self/self 2ND week.

2. 4th family roots and genetics

3. 7th house Relationships, partnerships, shadow of self

4. 10th house --- personal authority, recognition,

handling manifested energies.

Weeks 3, 4 and 5.

I. Qualities of guidance, healing, gifts and service within

the chart aspects from higher sources. Trines, sextiles

and conjunctions of outer planets and nodes. Week 6.

The tarot Soul and Persona Card(s) will be your 

Affirmations. Based on your birth data.



Question(s) for Week 1 ---

What do you need to do to activate  your healing 

energies?

(12th house Sun/Chiron on Ascendant being 

inconjunct Pluto.)

How do you nurture yourself in this immediate 

transformative environment? (Moon in 2nd house 

in Libra in mutual reception to Venus conjunct 

Pluto, demanding intimacy and quality of space.)

How do you involve your relationship in 

communication with your partner?  (all of the 

above active aspects.  Very intense demands on 

partnerships.)

Question for Week 2 – considering the very 

important above?

How do I see myself presenting to others?  How do 

others see me?

Tarot Signature:

Persona --- Fool #0 (22)

Soul --- Emperor #4

Affirmations for my Personality/Ascendant --



For our 3 card tarot draws which gives us specific 

information for specific questions based on 

investigating each question.  (You create a question 

that is specific to your situation and make sure it is 

NOT A YES OR NO, but instead, HOW, WHY, DESCRIBE, 

ETC.  Oftentimes, the cards will lead you to another 

question. Sometimes I have 4 questions off of my 

original question for more clarification.

You draw these three cards, as shown.

From left to right, they stand for the following:

1st card --- immediate past 24 hours relating to 

question.

2nd card --- the NOW

3rd card --- the immediate future.

How do you involve your relationship in communication with 

your partner?  (all of the above active aspects.  Very intense 

demands on partnerships.)

Gwynne’s question:  How do I respond now to intimate 

relationships?



How do you involve your relationship in communication with 

your partner?  (all of the above active aspects.  Very intense 

demands on partnerships.)

How have I responded to my intimate relationship in 

immediate past?

3 of Wands – My energy (wands) is completing a cycle and 

is ready for something new to come in. (also been married 3 

times for a total of 33 years.)



How do you involve your relationship in communication with 

your partner?  (all of the above active aspects.  Very intense 

demands on partnerships.)

How have I responded to my intimate relationship in the 

NOW?

Knight of Cups --- tied to loyalty and ability to give and take 

openly without ego involvement at a feeling level.



How do you involve your relationship in communication with 

your partner?  (all of the above active aspects.  Very intense 

demands on partnerships.)

How have I responded to my intimate relationship in the  

immediate future?

Knight of Disks --- tied to physical health and ability to stay 

with healthy routine within the relationship.



If you do not have the following book to 

follow, please see the next two slides for 

more information on the cards you draw.  

My recommendations for your cards and 

book are the following but you can use 

whichever you are most familiar.

Astrological --- Book COSMIC SCIENCE

And the word document I have sent to 

you created templates by Susanne.








